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Myles and Buote Win by Large Margin
John Buote and John Myles
will fill the last two positions on
the 1970-71 SAC as a result of
the by-election of March 10. The
final vote totals were: Kathy Barnard 82; John Buote 249; John
Myles 209; and Dave Sherwood
113.

Thirteen ballots were spoiled
and 19 percent of the Arts faculty cast their ballots.
By acclamation the Graduating class executive was appointed Tuesday evening. Working
with Laurie Slieth, the President, will be Benjie Martin, Treasurer and Carole Anne Siew, Secretary and Peter Heinemann,
vice president.
Ladies and Gentlemen these
have been the last of the 19691970 elections!!

Senate Passes Buck

by Johnny Hart

B.C.

by Theron Kramer

On Monday evening the WLU
Senate met and among other
things, considered the proposal
put forward by the Educational
Community of Social Concern.
The proposal was recently accepted by the University Faculty
Council. Many objections were
voiced concerning the philosophy
behind the experimental learning program and concerning the
administrative and other practical problems involved in implementing it. A summary of some of
the objectives follows:
There are perfectly good openended courses available under
the existing system where such
experiments may be carried

out.
All students should have to
abide by the same rules concerning receiving a failing grade
if courses aren't completed
and are not dropped before the
November deadline.
There are no provisions to
assure the use of recognized

scientific methods in the areas
for study.
It sounds like some hippie
sort of thing.
There are a lot of good committed people at WLU and we don't
need this kind of thing for people
to committ themselves.
After limited discussion, a
motion was introduced to refer
the matter to a special committee which would report back
to the Senate "As soon as possible". This motion carried.
Students waiting in the Torque
were visibly upset with the outcome. One student commented,
"It looks like a cop-out to me,
especially since they refused to
put a spring deadline on the
committee report in order that
the program might be implemented in the fall of 70. We've been
accused of being unwilling to
compromise. In the first place,
we have already compromised
on a number of points. In the
second place, different people

International Film Director
at WLU and U of W
Martin Rackin, a Hollywood
producer and film writer involved with such films as Alfie and
The spy Who Came in From the
Cold, visited the campuses of the
University of Waterloo and Wat

Opera
Mozart's opera "The Marriage
of Figaio" will be presented in
a studio performance on March
25, at 8 p.m. in lEI. Presented
in English by the members of
the Music 36 class, the evening
should provide a great escape
from exam studies.
The Opera is a racey romp,
featuring the attempts of Count
Alinaviva to exercies his feudal
priileges upon of his wife's
maids, Suzanna. Figere, her
fiance, concentrates most of his
efforts in countering his Lord
and Master's intentions.
The results of these opposing
forces give way to many startling and amusing situations.
The studio performance feat-

want different things changed
before they will accept the proposal and in order to satisfy them
we would compromise ouselves
right out of existnece. Some
critics want more structure, others want more guarantees re the
quality of students involved.
Some faculty seem bitter because we don't want to go under their departments
and
some administrators seem bitter
because they haven't been consulted during the past few months
when the proposal was being
worked out. Others are just
threatened because its different
and untried. We've been accused of being intolerant. Look
who's taling!"
Most of the faculty and students directly involve with the
proposal feel the community
will continue even if the University does not recognize the
it. However without recobnition
there will be many more problems. For one thing students will
not have as much time to devote
to their study groups, since
membership in these groups
will be extracurricular.

erloo Lutheran University this
week.
The visit was sponsored by
the Fine Arts department of
the University of Waterloo and
by William Nassau, director of
Audie Visual resources at WLU.
One of Racking's latest films
was shown on Wednesday and
was open to students in filmmaking courses at both universities, other interested students
and the general public.
Rackin has written for RKO,
Warner Brothers and Paramount.
He wrote the first two Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis movies. His latest film, Two Mules
for Sister Sahrah, stars Clint
Eastwood and Shirley MacLaine.

O r IENTAT.ON 70
Who was your proctor in
first year?
You probably never found
out, but if the freshmen this
year ever want to find out,
we are going to need help!!
And right now
If you want to be a proctor, have any ideas about
how to change this system,
or are just interested in finding out more about this
years Orientation-initiation,
.
r-„
u
please fill
out a sheet
whichu
■II i
-r
will be available in the Torque Room Dining Hall, or
Student Council Office.
Remember, this is your
school; stop sitting back and
saying everybody else can do
the work. You can be responsible for helping others
appreciate Lutheran as you
do, or should.
'
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Do you know this man? If you
don't you're lucky. We had to

work with him.
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APPLICATIONS OPEN
for positions on the DAC
Please app ' v ,0 ,he President
,

of
before 5 pm., March 20

.

«.

..

ures excerpts of the opera, thus
speeding up the action and focusing on the mere beautiful mus-

ical passages. The cast includes
Wiens and Bruce Armstrong,
Carole Anne Curry, WLU Affiliate Artist, will also be on
stage. Oh yes, its FREE.

Council Notices

ATIONS
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ACCEPTED
he posltlon of
EDUCATION COMMISSIONER
p ase apply to the
PRESIDENT OF SAC
Defore March 20
°
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APPLICATIONS FOR
ORIENTATION CHAIRMAN

f or the 1970-1971 eason
w j|j e accepted until March 20
p|ease app|y djrectly to the
president of SAC
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OFF THE CUFF
For the activists who are so concerned about the health (mental
and otherwise) and welfare of
next year's inmates in Turkey
Palace, your humble columnist
suggests that if you are really
that interested you should not talk
in generalities about equalizing
hours. You should gather yourselves together and write an official "underground" calendar
giving the pros and cons of residence life. A detailed account of
men's and women's res (separately by hall)—e.g. regulations
and rules, the limits of authority
of the dons, the do's and don'ts,
the social life, etc. etc, ad nauseum—will give the young chicks
and capons a better idea of resi-

dence, as most of them are first
year, and most likely first time
away from mommy's apronnstring.
There are several advantages to
my proposal; A) it will hopefully
be a better description of residence than the diatribe in the official calendar because it will
come from people who lived in
them B) it may scare so many
freshmen from signing their lives
to eight months of purgatory bitching about restrictions, that
there may be vacancies—and vacancies scare the Administration,
which hopefully forces them to
make changes in the System C)
it will give the activists something to do in between studying
for the finals.

Speaking about

women, your
wonders
misogynist columnist
how well are they versed in home
economics. No, I don't mean opening a can of beans, boil water, order a pizza, or put TV dinners in the oven: I mean prepare
something worth eating—food,
that is! Okay, here's a test question or three. 1) what kind of water do you use to boil a four minute
egg—cold, warm, hot, boiling?
2) in cooking vegetables (eg.
carrots, peas, etc) why do you add
sugar? 3) if the way to a man's
heart is through his stomach, why
do you wear perfume, CENSOR-

ED! etc.?
Lately, your eagle-eyed columnist has observed that many people

As Bad as All That???
Editor's Note: We found this tetter
kicking around in our old files when
we were cleaning out the office the
other day. It was written last year
and was obviously not put into the
paper. We wonder if it still applies?
We welcome comments on the article and will read any replies with

great interest.

JANUARY 11, 1970
Comptroller's Office
Third Floor
Arts Building
W.L.U.
To Which Bureaucrat It May Concern:

Recently I received a small
piece of paper, purporting to be
from your office (my agents are
checking its veracity) which stated that I owe the WLU $96.33 in
fees. After picking myself up off
the floor where I had collapsed in
a fit of hysterical laughter, I
thought over my unfortunate association with WLU. In its hollow

halls I had taken 15 arts and science courses resulting in an infectious BA in English and Sociology. Upon graduating (1969) I'd
waved a tearful goodbye to my
old alma mater—proud to have
been part of the great mass deception—and, diploma in hand,
set out into the real world.
Alas and alack, after two months
I was still unemployed. My weight
was down to 13 pounds and I was
surviving only by crawling through

keyholes and robbing rich capitalists of their bloody profits. And
then one day the light dawned—
I had been cheated. The university
had promised me an education
and then wasted my time with a
lot of irrelevant garbage, at that
moment it became quite obvious
that it was the university that
owed ME money, not the other
way around. Its debt to me is outlined below:
Lying professors

Boring professors
Inane professors
Stupid professors (total)..
Lectures from 1949 notes ..
Overcrowded classes due
to enrolment of undercover agents and narcs
Cafeterias resembling
hospital wards
Nausea
Wauneita Formal
Absurdity
/
Fascism
Thwarted destructive urges
Fraternities and other

by Ludwig von Ichabod

are wearing loose clothing. I wonder if the starchiness of the Dining Hall food has anything to do
with it.

To the prisoners of SH who are
wearing those sweat shirts with
the Orgy design, why don't you
paint that Roman's tongue? Red,
maybe?
To those people who told me that
my suicide column was not funny
enough,try a gag.

and stones may break bones; however, words reveals one's own
character just as well. Ha, enough of this personal stuff, let's
just keep your column bawdy,
Lewd-wig!
To the great god of the finals:
Ave! Morituri te salutamus! Vale,
and may you get rid of your frustrations in a more socially acceptable manner! RIP.

Yours sinsisterly and insidiously,
Ludwig von Ichabod!

To whom it may concern: sticks
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SCENE II BOUTIQUE

..$783
. .$l7B

Lovely spring fashions

$122
$

89

$266

.

cancerous growths

$1293
.$ll2
$94
$804
$4774

Irrelevancy
No Exit
Please Remit this Amount

..

$9395

(First Notice)

Dialectically yours.
Dougal MacDonald
P.S. A plague upon the gray despair of your ugly lives that keeps
us all from the truth we deserve.

UNIONVILLE SWIMMING CLUB
requires
MANAGER, SWIMMING DIRECTOR
INSTRUCTORS, LEADERS

June 28 to August 22
Apply to: Mrs. Doris Hurst
51 Fred Var/ey Drive

Unionville 297-2082

WATCH OUT!
Driving range
opening 500n....
*-%H

/
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WE ALSO FEATURE

BAR-B-QUED
PIGTAILS

71

(

For A Tasty Delight

cPutt

Old Highway 8
(Freeport Rd.)

r

V

NEXT DOOR BOUTIQUE
has moved next door
now carrying unique gift

items, posters, mod

necklaces, beads, etc.

The Studentbank closes in
5 minutes and this idiot's got to
prove himself!
Bank of Montreal
The First Canadian Bank

IS

True Chequing Accounts.
True Savings Accounts. Complete banking
services for students and faculty.

We relate to students.

(Posters on display under

black light)

_>
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The Fyfe Report
Darcy McKeough, Minister of
Municipal Affairs presented a report on the Waterloo area Local
Government Tuesday, to a number of local officials and pressmen.

McKeough stated that the report
is not government policy but the
opinion of one man—Dr. Fyfe who
had examined in considerable
depth the complexity and operation of local government in the
Waterloo area; for possible future
developments. In his recommendations, Dr. Fyfe ruled out the
possibility of one big city for the
area and gave two alternative
schemes for reorganizing municipal boundaries and reallocating
responsibilities.
Dr. Fyfe stated that three major
municipalities would be establish-

Ed two cities and a county the latter having five local municipalities
within it.
The two cities the city of Waterloo (or Kitchener-Waterloo) would
be formed by amalgamating Kitchener, Waterloo, Bridgeport and,
adjoining parts of Waterloo Township west of the Grand River. The
population would be approximately 145,000 with a 15 member council elected on a ward basis. The
other city would be Gait formed
by amalgamating Gait, Preston,
Hespeler and parts of Waterloo
and North Dumfries Townships.
The population here would number 60,000 with a 15 member council elected on award basis. The report also suggests extending the
boundaries of Waterloo county to
give better recognition to the limits of the Waterloo region.

Pots 'n' Dips
For some time, I have been
quite disturbed by the condition
of some of the streets in the city
of Waterloo, especially Westmount
and Columbia. The size of plots
of potholes seems to increase
daily, and although there are
three city crews at work filling
the pot holes, they have not been
too effective. This has been, I
am assured by Dan Gordon of
the City Engineer's office, a problem of deep frost penetration this
year. The roads seem to be crumbling away.
Besides the debate on the quality of paving being done, this
matter has led to the question
of "What does the city intend to
do about the situation." Mr.
Gordon informed me on Friday,
March 6th that funds have been
allocated for re-paving of Westmount between University and
On Saturday. April 18, there will
be a mass march and rally in Ottawa to protest the war in Vietnam
and Canada's complicity. Trains
will leave from Toronto. For further information call George Little
at 578-3373.

Erb,

University

between

King

and Weber and King between
Weber and Lexington. However,
this year,- the city plans to do
nothing about the condition of
Columbia Street between Philip
and the University entrance,
Philip between University and
Columbia, and Philip between
Columbia and Beringer.
The main problem is lack of
funds. There is not enough money
available, said Gordon, to put
down hot mix asphalt on the
roads around Columbia and the
University. He suggested that
warning signs could be put up
concerning the condition of the
road, but that nothing else besides filling the pot holes could
be done.
I asked about the possibility
of tearing out the blacktop, placing gravel on the roads and doing
a tar and chip job over the gravel. This would cost about one
third as much as a hot mix top,
which would run from $18.00 to
$20.00 per square foot. Mr. Gordon
stated that, again, the problem
was lack of funds. There is no
more money available, he said,
and although a re-allocation of

Another suggestion would be
that a regional government would
be established comprising a regional municipality and eight local municipalities would be responsible for assessment, planning,
water supply, sewage treatment,
etc.; while the cities might be responsible for libraries and licensing in order to give their share of
regional tax levy.
But this part of the report has a
flaw and this flaw is that the rural
voice would be greatly weakened
and in order for small urban centres to have a significant voice the
council would have to be doubled
and representation grossly distorted.
In conclusion, the main problems in the Review Area, the report states, are those of development and the consequent need to
view the problems of land use for
the area as a whole. These are the
problems of the two urban areas
and their immediately adjacent
land, plus the critical triangle area
north of Preston around Breslau.
McKeough stated that Dr. Fyfe
had given an excellent report approximately 200 pages in length
and called the Waterloo Area
Government Review then closed
the formal meeting by stating that
it is up to us to study the Report
fully and careftilly before making
any decisions.
After the presentation almost
everyone rushed to the back for
coffee and golf-ball donuts struggling around holding their new
book, the 200 page report while the
press crowded around McKeough
and other celebrities to ask personnal views on the report.

existing funds might be possible,

most of the money has been allocated already and funds and
expenditures are fixed.
I suppose I should be satisfied
with the realization that, according to the city, nothing could possibly be done this summer. The
tar and chip job would have to
wait until the hottest period of
the summer even if the money
were available. However, the
road has cost me a front-end allignment on my car, not to men-

photo by belknap

The Rt. Hon. Darcy McKeough giving a brief summary of the Fyfe report at WL U on Tuesday.

White Paper a Success
by John Dunn

March 5, 200 students were treated to several hours of comprehensive discussion on the White
Paper.
John Kemp, president Molson
Industries Ont. Ltd., along with
company Treasurer, Gordon Wilson and company Controller, John
Osterman, conducted the seminar.
This seminar was prepared exclusively for their trip to WLU, sponsored by the Tamiae Society.
Wilson covered the personal
side of the White Paper and how
it affected each individual tax
payer and his family. It compared the present tax system
with the present U.S. tax system

tion the loosening of most of the
parts. When I took my car in for
re-allignment, the attendent told
me of a gentleman who lost both
rear springs the day before. So
perhaps this matter is worth pursuing further.
Also of interest is the possibility
of accidents caused by drivers
attempting to "dipsy-doodle" around the pot holes while cars approach in the opposite direction,
or pedestrians walk along the
side of the road. To put it in a
word, the entire Columbia, Philip
Street situation is "unsafe".
With this in mind, RADIO WATERLOO is going to begin a proColgram entitled CAPER.
umbia and Philip Erosion Repair
with the object of getting the
city into action. We ask CHYM
and CKKW to support this situation in the effort by publicizing
the program CAPER. We ask that
the Kitchener Waterloo Record,
The Gazette at the University of
Waterloo, The Chevron at the University of Waterloo and the Cord at
Waterloo Lutheran
University
support CAPER by printing the
following clip-out coupon.
All the coupons should be sent
to CAPER, c/o RADIO WATERLOO, UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO, WATERLOO ONTARIO,
where they will be compiled and
forwarded to the City of Waterloo.
I would like to thank all those
who take part in this operation.
Hopefully we can achieve some
sort of action by acting together
on this matter.
.

.

...

.

.

"We've re-struc-tured
The fac-ul-ty stu-dent sen-ate, yeah man;
We've a-bol-ished
R.0.T.C., ooh-ahhh;
There are eight-y fo-ur blacks
In the fresh-man class, oh yeah ..."

reprinted from the New Yorker

I am a resident of the city of Waterloo and have occasion, often,
to drive on Philip and Columbia
streets. I should, herewith like to
state to the city of Waterloo, my
desire to have repair work done
to this segment of the city roads
(name)

and then to the new system proposed by Benson. It filled in background with the ground work laid
by the Carter Commission and
how Benson had evolved the
White Paper from Carter's proposals. It was interesting to note
Carter had recommended tax
reductions compared to the U.S.
system while Benson's White
Paper entends the gap even further above our U.S. counterparts. It was suggested that this
might play a role in the present
brain drain, as a man earning
$30,000 in Canada pays $2000
more income tax than the same
man in the US.
Mr. Osterman dealt with the
White Paper concerning business and widely and closely held
corporations. The biggest drawback singled out was the five year
stock evaluation clause. This
could force the private company
to sell shares of their stock in
order to pay the income tax on
their capital
gains, provided
their company stock continued
to rise. This in turn could lead to
loss of control of the closely held
corporations.
Mr. Kemp summarized and inserted his own opinions on the
overall White Paper. The general feeling was that the White
Paper was generally acceptable,
however, some changes would
have to be made. The presentation
was very fair pointing out both
the good and bad points. Kemp
criticized the institutes that completely oppose the White Paper
because he feels such clauses
as the capital gains clause, and
exemption of lower income brackets clause, are completely valid.
He did, however, criticize the
government for
putting the
cart before the horse. Kemp stated
the White Paper will increase the
federal tax revenue and according to Mr. Trudeau they will then
find a way to spend jt after it has
been collected. Ttyi& seems like
poor economic thinking in the
age of the war against inflation
because there is no doubt that
Parkinson's Law will hold true.
The next guest speaker presented by Tamiae will be Mr. Don
Barber superintendent of Agencies for Sun Life who will address a dinner meeting April 2.
immediately, or, at latest*- when
weather permits. I fully support
the stand taken by RADIO WATERLOO in CAPER. I herewith
add my name to the list of individuals who wish repair work
done on the well-travelled roads
mentioned by CAPER
(date)
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Chapel: Open or Closed
The possibility of leaving the Seminary Chapel open day
and night for the spiritual use of members of the university community is being discussed by a couple of selfappointed arts students, a committee of seminary students, and members of the seminary.
Those recommending this action feel that just as Christ
had a need to be alone with his God and with himself in
Gethsemane, so members of the university community
have a similar spiritual need. The trend which is closing
increasing numbers of churches during non-worship
hours often makes fulfillment of this need to be alone
with God and self impossible for students. In a university which aims to provide "a Christian environment"
it would seem that use of a chapel should be available at
all times. Of course there are many practical obstacles
which would have to be overcome in order to put the project into operation.
Anyone holding views on this subject is asked to contact
either sandy fryfogel, Room 231, South Hall "A", or peter
cumming, Room 115, South Hall "B".

Good Bye
Well folks, it's that time of year again. Time to close up
shop for another year. This will be the last regular issue
of the Cord. However, we have something special coming
up around the first of April watch for it.
It would be the last issue to be the one that I have to put
out all by my lonesome. The Editor decided to take a
vacation this week (this is a vacation?—Tonu) to catch
up on all the world-shattering work (sometimes called
school) that he has been missing because of you folks out
there. As a result, it is up to me, the lowly Managing Editor, to put out the final issue of the year. I hope you like it.
This is also good-bye to the old Cord office. Next fall
we will have moved into new quarters in the building
going up across the way. We'll miss all those late nights
spent trying to fit the paper together.
So that's 30 for now, see you next year (that is if they
let me back in after this issue.)

FORUM
Dear editor

115th
Birthday Celebrations this year on
April 3. We are having a variety
of programs in the school for our
students. The school will be
brightly decorated with murals
and we are having displays of
old yearbooks, council records,
etc. The biggest event of the day
occurs at 4:00, when we are having our grad games.
In addition to our regular grad
game, we are holding a game at
half time between two grad
teams composed of the businessmen of this community. In addition, we are holding a grad
volleyball game. Also, we are
having the grads of the 50's play
another basketball team composed of seniors and juniors.
All grads are invited back. It
should be quite enjoyable for all
of our grads who attend the
game, and it will also be a chance
to meet old friends and teachers. We would like all the university students who are K.C.I,
grads to hear of our Birthday
Celebrations.
I hope this will serve as an
adequate outline of that part of
the program which concerns your
university students. If you could
do this for us, we would be greatly
obliged.
K.C.I,

is

holding

its

Stephen Clappison,
Head Boy,
K.W.C.V.S.

Tax Reform
(CUP)—Federal
KINGSTON
Finance Minister Edgar Benson
said Saturday that he expects to
rake in an extra $4 million from
students under his new tax proposals.
Student fellowships, scholarships, bursaries and research
grants, tax-exempt under current legislation, would be taxed
under proposals
in Benson's
white paper on tax reform which
was tabled in the Commons last
fall.
Benson was speaking at a
symposium on the tax paper held
at Queen's University.
Benson justified the tax increases by arguing that some students who get scholarships,
etc., also have "substantial"
outside income and should pay
taxes on their total income "like
all Canadian's".
The finance minister also rejected a suggestion that students
be allowed to deduct interest on
student-loans. It was too hard to
determine whether the money
was really borrowed to finance

Dear Editor:
I have sent you a dossier that

emphasizes another example of
the age old conflict between human greed and human reason.
In this case I believe the forces
of greed are typified by the Board
of Directors of Domtar. Ltd., including E.P. Taylor, A.D. Hamilton, et al.
Their greed is legally sanctioned by the forces of ignorance,
personified by Rene Brunelle,
Minister of Lands and Forests.
This Department has given Domtar Ltd. official permission to
cut 468 square miles of timber in
Quetico Park. Similar 'deals' are
operative in Algonquin and Killanney Parks.
The Provincial Parks Act of
Ontario,
499.2(A),
regulation
reads "no person shall damage
any plants, shrubs, flowers, or
trees within a Provincial Park".
If this shameful government
hypocricy doesn't sicken you,
read chapter 314 (2), of the same
Act: (all Provincial Parks are
dedicated to the people of the
Province of Ontario and others
who may use them for their
healthful enjoyment and education, and the Provincial Parks
shall be maintained for the benefit of future generations...) To date
some concerned individuals and
organizations have attempted to
stop this ecological rape by dialogue, letter, and educational
projects. These approaches are
effective and necessary, but
not enough to get Domtar t»ut of

Further information on this
letter and about Domtar is available in the Cord office Ed.
-

To Ludwig, my friend,
Ludwig von Ichabod attempted
day, to dazzle his reader
with sarcasms gay; to draw them
to rage with sickening puns to
raise from apathy the silent ones
ire. But lo and behold he'll gain
naught but praise.
You desire someone to appease
masochistic
your
tendencies
by deriding your column, that
you might delight in the spite of
others of you. But being a sadist myself, I shall do naught
but compliment you in voicing
the comments of the silent majority who are too apathetic to
do so themselves. May your bitterness increase, and may you be
blessed
with
a
limitless
supply of sarcasms and puns.
An egotistical poet,
Torque 111
one

Dear Editor:
Some time ago Dr. Fallding of
the Sociology Department, University of Waterloo, sent a number of questionnaires entitled
"The Importance of Religion
to People" to various residents
of Waterloo County. Many of these
individuals were chosen from the
Federal voters lists, but as
many students are not included
on these lists, a supplementary
student sample was chosen.
Quetico.
Mrs. Thomas, who is assisting
Stronger measures are needwith this project, reports that a
ed as well! A coordinated econonumber
of the questionnaires
mic boycott of all Domtar prohave
been
received back from
ducts is necessary.
the
general
both
sample and the
I hope university student counstudents. But there are still
cils, conservation groups, and
quite a few outstanding, and
the mass media will take the
they
would encourage all those
initiative here. When the word
gets around that Domtar are who have received one to fill it
moneymongers at our expense, out and return it.
In the questionnaire respontheir sales will drop and perhaps
are asked various quesdents
out
of Quetico to
they will pull
salvage their public image (if tions about their religious positions and that of various memthis is possible). Remember:
bers of their family, and what
"if you are not part of the soluchanges, if any, have occuryou are part of the probtion
red in these. The apparent size of
lem"
James L. Hodgins the questionnaire may seem to
Pollution Probe indicate that it is very timeconsuming; however, since all
the questions are very straighteducation or to invest in the forward and since many sections
stock market, he said.
of it do not apply to a given
Benson said certain "reasonindividual, this is not in fact the
able expenses—such as tuition, case. It should be emphasized
books, reasonable travel expenses, that they are interested in reand if it's necessary to hire an ceiving the questionnaire back
assistant to do research work" even if religion is seen as unimwould remain
tax deductible portant to the respondent, very
expenses for students.
biased results would be obtained.
Therefore they would again
urge all those who have received a questionnaire to cooperate
in this research project by returning it as soon as possible.
D. Thomas
-the editorsSociology Department
University of Waterloo
-

Good luck in the exams

MUSIC

&

RECORDS

by Jeff Abrahams

NIGHT CAPTURED LIVE: Here all of their
big hits are recorded live at the
Forum in Los Angeles. Three Dog
Night are adequate interpreters
of the commercial rock sound.
But one must realize that the
songs they sing are established
and popular cuts
a simple formula for success. The originals
of such tunes as Otis Redding's
"try a Little Tenderness", Traffic's "Heaven is in Your Mind"
and "Feelin" Alright", and The
Band's "Chest fever" are much
more appealing in their immediacy and simplicity. Nevertheless
to T.D.N.'s vocalizations are

THREE

DOG

-

very pleasant and contagious.

THE TURNING POINT: John
Mayall has dispensed with the
heavy lead guitar and drums
which were, in his past, so prevalent, in favour of a more acoustic, jazzy sound, and with great
success. Using his own harp and
soft electric guitar, Jon Mark
on fingerstyle
guitar, Johnny
Almond on Woodwinds and Steven Thompson bass, Mayall has
knitted together a unique and
fascinating sound. Johnny Almond quickly emerges as the star
of the album which is recorded
live at the Filmore East. His
sensitivity often in the contemporary rock scene. Thankfully,
however, the influence of this

more jazz-oriented sound can already be felt on such excellent
albums as KING CRIMSON where
the rock jazz dichotomy is most
present.
When asked his opinions of todays high decibelled rock music
(such as Zeppelin, Winter etc.)
Steven Stills of Crosby, Stills,
Nash and Young replied that it
was all just a bunch of noise.
Hopefully the sweet sounds of
CSN&Y and John Mayall will have
a greater influence on the musical trends of today's rock scene.
Buy your records at the Book-

store's record department. They
will order on request and the
prices are the lowest in the K-W
area.
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SPIEL
Spring is coming.

Spring is here, sometimes.
Spring is soft cream at the Dairy

Queen.

Spring is light coat, windbreaker
time.
Spring is getting a cold in the nose,
or anywhere else for that matter.
Spring is splash, splash, splash.
Spring is a re-awakened hornyness
Spring is smoking grass—burning
in an open field.
Spring is study, fret fret, work
somemore, worry worry, dream
somemore, study study study.
Spring is fresh maple syrup on
Aunt Jemima pancakes.
Spring is freezing your fingers
while washing your car in the
driveway.

Spring is a dollar and ninety-eight

cents left in your bank account.
Spring is romantic love at first
sight and the second and the
third.
Spring is seeing your parents.
Spring is getting your hair cut
for a summer job.
Spring is bouncy no-bra, mini skirt
weather.
Spring is getting tired of your
roommate(s), wish you were out
of University weather.
Spring is the squealing of car tires
to assert your manhood time.
Spring is buying a bottle of gin
rather than rum.
Spring is being a child again.
Spring is testing the ice, get a
soaker time.
Spring is flying a bat-kite on as
much string as you can find and

by Shane Belknap

then watch it wrap around telephone wires or get caught in a

tree.
Spring is a flash flood exclusively in your basement.
Spring is looking at girls and wondering how they would look nude.
Spring is the cleaning of your apartment steadily for two days in
the hope that you won't lose your
damage deposit.
Spring is an unsurpassed restlesness which is stronger than at
any other time of the year.
Spring is when your mother warns
you that if you continue to sit on

the damp grass you will get piles.

Spring is your father burning hamburgers on the barbeque.
Spring is the smell of doggy shit
on your shoe.
Spring is dead animals filled with

DDT.
Spring is the sight of birds industriously designing their open air

nests.

Spring is sitting on park benches
Spring is tulip time in Holland and

dandelion time in Canada.
Spring is when your car axle wraps
itself around a pot-hole.
Spring is staring out the library
window.

Spring is twisted fingers after catching a baseball without a glove.
Spring is cruising the streets in
your car with your arm out the
window.
Spring is thinking about writing
four three thousand word essays
that are all due on the same day
and with only a week left to do it

in.
Spring is saying; "Is there really
only three weeks before exams,
it seems to me as though I have
just started University.
Spring is spring is spring is sprung
as Gertrude Stein might say but
probably didn't.

Stephen Leacock
Centennial
Humour Contest
for STUDENTS

t

$1,000 and the Leacock Medal

SECOND PRIZE
$500 and a Certificate of Wit

RUNNERS-UP
Five awards of $100 each and

1. T-Straps

OPEN TO ALL CANADIAN UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE STUDENTS
To celebrate the 100th anniversary of the birth of Canada's greatest humourist, these awards are offered to the students who write the best pieces
of humourous prose in English or French on any subject.
Write 1,800 words or less on any theme you choose (it does not have to
have anything to do with Stephen Leacock) and submit it before the
DEADLINE March 31st 1970.
This contest has been established by the Stephen Leacock Centennial Committee and sponsored by Thomson Newspapers Limited to encourage and
assist the development of young Canadian writers in the field of humour.
Thomson Newspapers Limited publish the Daily Packet and Times in Orillia, Stephen Leacock's home town.
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Bone Vintage,
Red Vintage,
Tan Vintage, Navy
Blue Vintage and
Black Vintage
Only $16"

I

t
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_
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2. Crepe Soul Tie

RULES
Entries should be typewritten double-spaced on one side of the paper.
Your name and address and that of your college and the name of the head
of your English department should be written on your manuscript.
Send your entries to Humour Contest, Stephen Leacock Centennial Committee, 5 Binscarth Road, Toronto 5, Ontario. Entries must be postmarked
not later than March 31, 1970.
All fulltime students of universities, colleges and polytechnics in Canada, at
the undergraduate level, are eligible.
Sorry, manuscripts cannot be acknowledged or returned. Winners will be
notified of the judge's decision by June 1970.

Bone Leather, Tan Leather. White
Leather and Navy Leather. Only $14"
Also Vintage patent, all colors $16"

I
I

3. Crepe Soul Monk Strap
Bone Leather, Tan Leather and Navy Leather Only
Also Vintage Patent, all colors

I

14"

$16"

4. Instep Straps
Tan Vintage, Navy Vintage and Black Vintage. Only

KEYSTONE
m
EDITOR

5. Loafer
Bone Vintage, Tan Vintage and Black Vintage

WANT A BETTER

BEAUTIFUL HOME

KEYSTONE?

Singles & Doubles from *8.50
Central Waterloo
Kitchen privileges if Desired
26 Young St. E. Waterloo

We need an editor for next years
yearbook.

(

578-6988
No

pme mcessarl /us ,
desire to sock-it-to-em.
„

Show your guts apply to:
Bill Scott

Chairman,
Board of Pubs

,

presi
WASHINGTON (Ap)
dent Nixon called in a pair of his
toy Pentagon advisers Sunday for
last-minute talks about their trip
to Vietnam for a reappraisal of
the program for Vietnamizing the
war
Chicago Sun-Times.
Wind them up and they'll go any_

,

...

_

where.

....

$16"

.

.

Tm

Only

$16"

th^tloger
jetyoe tffjoppes

Open Thursday and Friday nites. C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored.

196 King St. West Kitchener Ontario
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Gity Without Bolice

On the day Montreal became a city without
policemen · bank manager Gilles Madore unsuspectingly left his home as usual at 9:30 to drive
to work. It was a perfect October day-clear and
crisp- and during the 15 minute drive, Madore
noted that the trees were at their peak of gold and
crimson. He did not know the police had walked
off the job, until he arrived at the bank and a nervous teller greeted him with the news that the city
was wide open to criminals. " Don 't worry," Madore said reassuringly. " We're a small branch.
Holdup men won 't come here."
Madore was not alone in his ignorance of the
strike. Most Montrealers were only now beginning to hear of it, for there had been no forewarning. The morning newscasts had carried, as a
routine item, the report that the police were to
meet at the Paul Sauve Arena at 9 to hear the results of an arbitration board 's findings on wages
and other issues that had anticipated a walkout ;
it was illegal for policemen and firefighters to
strike .
At about the time Madore was learning of the
development, another Montrealer, Rene St. Mar'tin , was also receiving a sketchy fill-in. St. Martin , 25, was patrolman, firstciass , assigned to
cruisers. When he checked in for work he found
that members of the Montreal Policeman's Brotherhood had made Ule round of 25 station houses
around 7:30, calling on the men to leave tlieir
posts at once and head for the arena meeting.
Surprised and shocked to realize that a strike
was underway, St. Martin drove the ten miles
to the arena. By now the scores of blue-and-white
police cruisers were double and triple parked
along with scores of motorcycles. Almost all of
the 3784 men of the Montreal police force were
there.
Thus on October 7, the largest city in Canada,
and one of the most civilized cities in the world,
found what it was like to be without police protection during a day and night. Before the ordeal
-which has become known as " Black Tuesday"
-was over, a psychologist would shoot and kill
a burglar, a provincial police corporal would be
slain and 49 people would be wounded and/ or injured in rioting. Seven bank holdups, almost a
tenth of the total for the whole last year, would
be committed, along with 17 other robberies made
at gunpoint. Ordinarily disciplined, peaceful citizens would go wild, smashing 1000 plate-glass windows in the heart of the city and looting shop displays. The losses and damage would exceed $1
million.
But the gray statistics alone would not be very
meaningful. It was on the social and psychological levels that the story held its horror. For the
real message was about the "thin blue line" that
separates civilization from chaos and anarchy.
For most people, the day itself was reasonably
calm. Apart from traffic tie-ups, the public experienced few inconveniences. It was not even
accurate to say that the city was entirely without police. At headquarters, 47 officers, all of
them inelligible for membership in the union, remained on duty, relaying distress calls to the
Quebec Police Force (Q.P.F.) , who ultimately
sent some 150 of their green-and-yellow cruisers
into city streets.
Soon, however, it was apparent that the provincial police would not keep pace with the kind
of alarms municipal police handle as routine.
Gilles Madore, at his bank branch, began to feel
apprehensive as customers paused to relay reports of holdups elsewhere.

At the police meeting, in the arena, Rene St.
Martin, listening to the speeches of the union leaders, was in a quandary. While he supported the
union 's case, he believed essential services
should not be allowed to strike. St. Martin likes
being a policeman, and he does not feel that the
Montreal public is particularly hostile to the department or ungrateful to it. On the contrary,
there is an admiration for the way the Montreal
police have developed over the past few years
into a remarkably good force : young, clean-cut
recruits, efficient, honest, with the most rigorous
training the country has to offer. Until the walkout a high level of discipline.
For two years, however, the union had felt itself ignored, cut off by an administration that
would not acknowledge the argument that Montreal policemen were entitled to at least the
same income as police in Toronto, Canada's second largest city. The Montreal police- who are
expected to be bilingual on top of everything
else-sustained in the line of duty three time the
number of injured Toronto police and were paid
considerably less. St. Martin, with five year's experience, received $7300 a year, while his Toronto
counterpart got $9112. The Brotherhood had demanded $9200 ; after 11 months of costly negotiation , conciliation and arbitration , it was told it
would get $8030 for the 1969 contract period,
$8480 for 1970. Now the men were just going to
stay here-not " on strike" but in a " study session" -until they got what they were after.
Outside, without police on the streets, crime
was picking up . Some of the outlying bank branches were closing down in self-defense as holdups
took place with frequency . At 1:45 p.m., Gilles
Madore received a phone call from the head office
telling him to allow in only known customers.
Madore double-locked the glass door himself.
Five minutes later, as he was preparing to go to
lunch, he saw from his office window three hooded
men-one carrying a shotgun-running toward
the bank.
"Don't Move." Madore instinctively pressed the
silent alarm. The man with the shotgun smashed
the butt against the door. The glass fell away,
the man stepped inside. The man with the shotgun told Madore, "Bouge pas toi, ou je vais te
descendre" ("Don't move-or I'll bring you down") .
As Madore' remembers it, "I didn 't move.
The other men, clutching revolvers, scooped
$2000 from the cash drawers . Under normal circumstances, the bandits should have escaped at
once, since ordinarily, when an alarm is pressed,
the police are no more than a minute and a half
away. But now the shotgun man, instead instructed the cashier to open the big vault, and the men
scooped up $26,000 more-the biggest haul of the
day. The duration of the operation was between
four and five minutes. Provincial police arrived 15
minutes later.
The delays were not always due to the heavy
pressures on the provincial police or their unfamiliarity with Montreals streets. Some of the
strikers, after monitoring the Q.P .F . radio,
ambushed and seized seven provincial cruisers
responding to calls . The number was selected
deliberately, for the Q.P .F . drew on seven radio
bands and the strikers were able to muddle all
of them with the cruisers' transmitters. For a while
this strategy forced the provincial police, whom
the strikers regarded as strike-breakers, to keep
only two thirds of their cars on the roads . The rest
remained at headquarters to take orders directly.

Most of the men at the arena were unaware of
the ugliness outside, and when Rene St. Martin
managed to reach a phone, he found his wife
Andree in a mood of dejection. It was not easy to
get along on take-home pay of $105.42 a week, and
Andree knew the men were entitled to a better
deat: But, as she later recalled it, " I am a
mother, and I thought of the agony of some other
woman whose child might be lying bleeding on
the street or who might be lost ... "
In the early evening, Lucien Saulnier, chairman manager , made an appeal on radio, television and in the press for people to " be calm and
vigilant" stay home and protect their property.
And the population, at the start, did keep away
from the downtown areas. Traffic was light and
hushed. But then around City Hall in the old
quarter of Montreal, several taxis started hooting their horns before forming a procession. At
that point, approximately 7:30 p.m., began the
build up for a night of havoc.
A Night to Remember. Other cabs headed
downtown to join the cavalcade, and by the time
it reached its objective, the garage of the Murray
Hill Limousine Service Ltd., it numbered 75
vehicles-carrying not only cabbies but political
extremists. An alliance had been formed between
the Movement de Liberation du Taxi, which could
claim a membership of no more than 200 of Montreal's 12,000 cab drivers, and the Front de Liberation Populaire, a small group of Maoists and
student radicals who charged that Montreal's
"fascist administration had sold out taxi drivers'
interest to the capitalists." In fa_ct, it was a federal concession that had given Murray Hill the sole
right to pick up passengers at Montreal's airport
in return for guaranteed service. For separatists
and terrorists, with no riot squad to restrain them,
this was obviously a night to make political gain
in the wider goal of removing Quebec from
"English domination."
At around 7:45p.m., a Q.P.F . radio dispatcher
sent 20 men to Murray Hill. At 8:45p.m., another
50 men were told to get there in a hurry. By
now demonstrators were chanting, " Quebec aux
Quebecois, " and throwing rocks and Molotov
cocktails . The target of the fire lX'nnbs were four
Murray Hill buses in the parking lot, and quickly
they were aflame. Demonstrators pushed one of
the burning buses down an incline to crash into
the barred garage doors . The tactics were
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"We've reached an agreement. I'll stop bugging him and continue
his allowance, and he'll give us twenty-four hours' notice before
they blow the lid off everything."
reprint from the New Yorker
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There was nothing furtive in the stealing. Many
of the people who now descended on St. Catherine
·Street, drawn by radio and television accounts,
were content to stand by as spectators; but some,
when they saw windows smashed, helped themselves to what was inside. With no bothersome
police around,_ a sense of fear was absent.
At the Paul Sauve Arena, Rene St. Martin heard
the Brotherhood president, Guy Marcil, announce
that the Quebec Legislature had ordered these
strikers back to work by one minute past midnight, or they would face severe fines and loss of
accreditation as a trade union. St. Martin was
glad the decision had been made for him. But
he felt it was not the government's threat alone
that got the men back on the beat. "It was," he
said, "the way the rioters and looters were tearing our city to ribbons."
At 12:50 am. Montreal city police calls returned to the air. The 17-hour trial was over, and
people cheered the first familiar ~lue-and-white
cruiser that arrived at the corner of Peel and
St. Catherine Streets. The police grinned back
and began chasing off the remaining looters and,
with the QPF, made 104 arrests.
Many angles were left for later examination.
For instance, 196 burglaries were reported for
24 hours, compared with the normal 335 for a
whole week. The logical program of attack based
on known schedules of business establishments
suggested that professionals, rather than amateurs were at work. But it was the behavior of
ordinary people at night that caused the most
perplexity and anxiety. Men and women of every
kind and variety flocked to the St. Catherine
street area because it was here that the action,
set off initially by organized extremists, was
taking place. And there they abandoned inhibitions.
A Montreal psychologist, Dr. Paul Fircks, himself violently caught up in the events of "Black
Tuesday," explained the phenomenon. He did
so by citing from a classic work, "The Crowd: a
Study of the Popular Mind," written by a French
psychologist, Gustave Le Bon in 1895: The
crowd-the mob-is a moral, and if the law relaxes, the people in the crowd act out their im"PUlses. Morals and ethics are externalized byfthe
presence of the police ; if the police are not there,
the mob does as it pleases. Only the believer in individuality stands back, refuses to join

the mob, rejects looting, and behaves in a civilized fashion. "But," adds Fircks, "the majority
join mobs when given an opportunity.''
Fircks, 67 and a widower, lives alone in a large
home in a high-income residential district where
burglaries are frequent . Shortly before midnight
fhat Tuesday, he prepared to retire, but having
heard of the troubles downtown, he decided to
take extra precautions. He remembered a revolver in his basement office that he had recently
taken from a patient. He took it with him to
his bedroom, bolted the door and went to bed. He
was awakened by the sound of someone jimmying· the bedroom door. Fircks fired three times in
the direction of the noise. The intruder, a 39-yearold habitual burglar, was killed.
It was only in retrospect that Montrealers
sensed how close a grim experience had come to
gross tragedy. During the rioting, many people,
sitting in suburban homes and watching television, thoughts it must be happening in a foreign
country. The awakening the next morning was
acute when they travelled to downtown offices
and saw the debris and damage. But the awful
part was the realization that terrorists had selected relatively few targets, and that by and large
the mob that later emerged was a good-natured
one rather than vicious. No explosive bombs
were thrown, no one cried out in a qrusade of personal vendetta or for a racial or religious war.
But if there is a next time with more targets
and objectives, the thin blue line might indeed
prove thin.
The lesson for many people, apart from discovery of their vulnerability, was that society
cannot legislate against strikes among civil servants unless it is prepared to guarantee that they
will have no cause to feel aggrieved. Here was
a body of men with a strong sense of discipline
and responsibility, yet it felt impelled to lash out.
The huge inflow of letters to the ,press contained
the expected words of condemnation-the strike
was illegal and illegitimate, misguided, shocking. Yet, curiously, the letters also showed a remarkable sense of fairness .
"Our police forces," wrote one woman, "are
underpaid and underarmed. Yet society demands that they do their duty. I say society has
a duty to them first. That entails our trust, our
respect, our support and maintenance to match
their dangerous task of protecting society.''

reprinted from the New York Times Magazine
(November 16, 1969.)@ 1969 New York Times Co.
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own sake. Love is an emotion
or a desire, and a cognitive
act in which we grasp the very
essense of another person.
The lover lives for a world of
his own, where in only that which
is lovable exists and matters.
It is like entering a country in
which only its own currency is

valid and

no

other.

There is

no greater fallacy that the adage

that—Love is blind. The grain
of truth in the saying is that, Love
is blind for everything outside
the realm of love and it opens the
eyes for everything that is love
worthy. Faith is the result or the
psychological expression of a
complete union with the object
of faith, be it God or human being,
or an idea.

Faith is a complete misrepof history. Facts
and scientific discoveries can
neither invalidate faith nor prove
it. Love is not self deception.
resentation

The lover is like a water diviner
in whole hands. The magic twig
rotates when ordinary walking

sticks remain unaffected in the
band of many people. The Great
love of lesser people pass quickly through this for them only initial stage of fascination. As they
have not climbed to the summit
of passion changes into the constructive warmth of mutual belongings. Only through loving
one becomes one with the object and one really knows only
what one loves.
Love is not a state which can
be reached and our longings
come to rest. Love is perpetual
uncertainty
striving, unending
and insecurity, an everlasting of
creation. Just in passing, it may
be pointed out that, love being
what it is cannot be measured.
There are no yardsticks for this
job, and consequently, to call
one love "great", another "small"
or to say that, one has loved one
woman "more" than another
makes no sense.
Loving is a creative act as we
have seen and therefore it holds
all the bliss and all the suffering
every productive man knows so
well. Love is a yearning which

cannot be satiated because it is
an everlasting desire.
Dear Madam,
Free me from the enchantment and give me back the cour-

age to offer you my liberated
heart. I love you as one ought to
love—in despair (the beginning
of weakness in love).
Ideas are bom in the arms of
a wise friend. The discoveries
made through this loving approach are not the property of
those who made them, they belong
to the world which they were
born and the concept of pilgramism is a phychological absurdity,
is valid only in a commercially-

minded world. (Essential problems of life permits of no solution.)
Sex love, let it be said over

and over again, means insatiable participation in the existence of the beloved. Sexual love
alone fulfills this condition and
all other forms of love are defective forms or better, just
metaphors.

WEAKNESS OF LOVE BEGINS
I thank you from the bottom of
my heart for the despair into
which you have thrown me, farewell love me and make me still
suffer more.
Despair is one of the maladies
of which it can be said that it is
the greatest misfortune not to
have known so, because the
awareness of the spirit can never be achieved
but through
Love
and
despair, joy
despair.
and pain, and co-ordinated experiences and both of them en-

If You Don't Like It-Bomb It
by Gary Lautens (Toronto Star)
The other evening, I had a
dream, and in this dream, I
was twenty years old and it
was 1968.
I was attending class in a multi-

million dollar university complex, the best that taxpayer's
money could buy. However, there
were flaws in the institution.
Some of the Courses weren't
quite what I thought they should
be. Parking facilities were well
below average, and even worse,
a professor had the nerve to
give me a C average in ethics.
So I made a bomb and blew
up the university, thus solving
the problem.
The following Sunday, I was
at church. However, after listening to the minister drone on
and on about God and sin and the
afterlife, I decided he wasn't
up to my standard. That evening, I put together a few chemicals in my basement and returned to the church.

The exposion was beautiful.
That's when it dawned one me,
I could solve any problem that
I faced—provided I didn't run
out of dynamite and matches.
Unfortunately, things began
to go wrong at home. First, my
father began to bug me about
cleaning up my room and coming to the table on time. He also
said that as long as I was living under his roof—no pot, no
overnight female guests, and no
booze.
When father stepped on the
accelerator the next morning,
I don't think he knew what hit
him.
A couple

of days later my
younger brother bugged me.
He wanted me to play with him.
So I put his name on my list.
Then my mother started to act
up. She said I should get a haircut and change my shirt and take
my feet off the coffee table in
the living room!
Rather than a piecemeal sol-

ution, I decided to launch the
entire house and contents the
next morning with a little TNT.
POW!!
Unfortunately,
the
police
(who couldn't understand I was
merely making the world a better place for me to live) arrested me that afternoon and laid
an assortment of charges.
However, a committee made up
of social workers, psychologists
and child experts raised enough
money to provide the best defence obtainable.
It's the last day of the trial.
The gallery is silent. The judge
leans over his bench and peers
at me over his spectacles. And
then my lawyer begins. ..
"Your honour, this boy has
lost his home, his church, his
school and his family," he says.
"Hasn't he suffered enough already?"
Don't I have the dardest
dreams?

hance our personalities.
It is well known that sometimes love prevails, not because love is in one case stronger or greater than in another,
but because one man is a lover
whole structure of his
in the
personality is epitomized in their
concept of duty. The scales of
decision are weighed down by

this centre of gravity. Love
needs sexuality to keep it alive
and dries up without the well
of vitality. The orgasm is the
seal set on prive on this union.
Condition and price of its sincerity and completeness. For
the stakes are high in this game.
Nothing less than the whole personalities of the lover is demanded, and no substitutes such as
money, honour, social position
and the like is accepted. Sexual
enjoyment means ultimate truthfulness, thus the body becomes
the guardian of the essential
morality of sex. Once is a lifetime one may come across a man
of who it is tragically true to
say "He died of a broken-heart".
Love only provides the condition for marriage absorbs love
in the totality of the relationship
of a man and woman, and this

endows it with permanency.
Love is the very opposite of anguish, to be in love means to
be
anchored is the safest
anchorage
that is in complete union
with !
another human being, so
means
the opening up of unlimited
horizons. The extension of our existence far beyond the
boundaries of our personalities, means
greatness and fulfilment through
i

i

I

fulfillment.

Marriage is a permanent union between a man and a woman legalized by the authority
j
of the state and in many cases)
sanctioned by the church. The I
permanency of marriage is thus
revealed as a biological fact, as
result of maturation and proof
of achieved maturity and not as
commonly assumed as a primarily moral postulate.
Neither a hydrogen bomb or
a sexual revolution can change
the esential nature of man.
This may or may not concur
with your own thinking since
it depends on individual findings.
Mind you, no man ever becomes
his own law, and it is always
what a man thinks that he has
mastered that destroys him.

1

Love is yearning for the perfect. The meaning of love, speaking generally, is the justification
and deliverance of individuality
through sacrifice of egoism. The
sweetness of love consist in that,
the one who loves becomes in a
"metaphysical sense". Love is
a flood which wells up from the
depths of our personalities. Love
is an emotional action, a warm,
affirmative, participation with
the other human being for its

by John Kool

!

"The World of Love

io-.^

OVERKILL
FAR RIGHT

-

by J. Rudnick

From May to March I've found out
From May to March I've found out
What I've meant to you
By not being there on our special day.
Cause now I know we're through.
That I wasn't there on the 15th day
of March; as I said I'd be.
Let's you know you can laugh and sing
And know what it's like to be free.
And laugh and sing, and run and flee
From what only time will set you free:
Memories of me.
For I've loved you strong
and since may all along
Waited for your return
You've wavered, then changed
And changed again
But this is what I've learned.
You've butchered my life and other loves,
And most my personality.
But even you, nay 'specially you
Can erase times' legacyMemories of you.
I'll erase the bad—enlarge the good
And always wonder this?
Did you know the end, my first love
When you suffered my first kiss?
—

Two Universities Join
Marine Lab in N.B.

"/

built it as a tribute to the United States —without whose generous
support I could not have remained in power all these years

Through a special arrangement by the Board of Directors
of the Hunts'man Marine Laboratory in St. Andrews, N. 8.,
the University of Waterloo and
Waterloo Lutheran University
have taken out a joint membership in the new Insitution.
The Huntsman Marine Laboratory was established to promote
the study of marine sciences in
all its branches. Faculty and
students from Ontario, U.S. and
European universities have already participated in the program
which began last summer. Susan Corey, a Zoology student of
Guelph, said in her report that
"for most of the students it was
the first opportunity to observe
marine environment and study
many vertebrates and inverte-

brates in their natural habitat.
As a result the enthusiasm and
cooperation were excellent."
The Laboratory has leased 20
acres of land from the adjacent
Board's
Fisheries
Research
2,000
It
has
Biological Station.
holding
square feet of general
facilities (served with water
and power), a wharf, the use
c
c a lecture room and the St.
Ai.dres Sation Library.
The two universities will be
represented by one of two delegates at future meetings of the
Huntsman Laboratory Board.
The delegates selected are the
two Chairmen of the Biology D e
partments: Dr. DA. McClulich.
Waterloo Lutheran and Dr. H
B. N. Hynes, University of Waterloo.
"
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ART AND THE

CULTURAL

SLUM

by Peter Cumming

Well, peoples, what's going on
in those busy months of March
and April?
The Art Lecture Series continues next Monday night at
8:00 in 2CB with Donald Stewart's lecture, "Beauty is What
Beauty Does". Don't miss this
part of an worthwhile series!
PAINTING AND SCULPUTRE
At University of Waterloo, the
exhibition "Victoria's
World"
will be held until March 29 in the
Gallery of the Theatre of the Arts.
At the Kitcheqer-Waterloo Art
Gallery, see the "Kitchener-

Waterloo Environmental Show"
until March 29. A very contemporary and engrossing show.
From April 1 to April 26 see
the exhibition "Four Winnipeg
Artists" at the K-W Art Gallery.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Hopefully, "Photography Unlimited", an exhibition in the
Gallery of the Theatre of the
Arts at Uniwat from April 1 to
April 26, will offer what has been
sadly lacking in this area this
year, a good photography exhibition.

Religion in the Wasteland
by s. duncan fryfogel
We have all probably seen at
one time or another the beautiful crosses used in churches. In
the chapel here on campus there
is a beautiful silver crucifix
on the altar with the lifeless figure of a man on it. It is a nice
piece of work to contemplate or
observe when we come to worship the man who died on the
original cross. But there are
differences. This cross hardly
portrays the terrible agony of
his passion on the wooden
dross of two thousand years ago.
So often we think of the beauty
and joy of the Christian life. We
emphasize belief and faith for
our life with God but we forget
that it involves blood sweat and

tears.
The silent lifeless crucifix
fails to portray the agony of
the man in Gethsemane who
wanted to stop short if possible.
It misses the slow painful ordeal of the man as he strove towards meaningful life with God.
For there in his path lay calvary.
And the crucifix fails to portray
the suffering there, the cry of
that same man, "My God, my
God, why hast Thou forsaken
me?" Yet there is this element
of pain and suffering in Christ's

effort to obtain life". It was not
easily won.
At the same time he never
promised that it would be any
easier for us to enter the Christian life. He commanded those
who wished to follow him to this
new life to take up their cross
and follow him. Perhaps we
would do well to take this as a
warning that no man can truly
experience life truly and fully
without suffering to attain it.
That might be considered part
of the "curse of Adam".
We may have to go through
this same sort of suffering to
understand the life of the ressurection. It may be physical
as was Christ's suffering on the
cross or it may be spiritual as
his suffering in Gethsemane.
But no matter which way it is
we
should perhaps think of
these possibilities the next time
we look upon one to those rather sterile church crosses. The
implications of the crucifix
for them and understand them.
They are not always as beautiful as those crosses at first appear. But they are significant
as regards the Christian committment. Think it over kiddies.

Choir Tour
While for some, reading week
was a time for studying, or for
skiing, for 60 students of WLU
it was a time for one of the most
memorable experiences of their
lives. On Monday Feb. 16 the
WLU choir left for the annual
choir tour.
The choir sang at two or
three high schools each day,
with a large concert each night.
High schools at Ajax, Smith
Falls, Brockville, Athens etc.,
hosted the choir from Monday
to Friday. The choir gave evening concerts at Peterborough
Teachers College, St. Peters
Lutheran Church in Ottawa,
Zion Lutheran Church in Pembroke, Asbury Methodist Church
in Watertown NY, First Presbyin
terian Church
Brockville
and finally the Redeemer Lutheran Church in Montreal.
The choir sang various folk
songs and other light songs in
the high schools. The quartet
of Bruce Williamson, Ed Weins,
Bruce Armstrong, and A 1 Freison charmed the high school
audiences especially the female
portion with renditions of "Mame"
"The Halls of Ivy", "Coney Island Bake", "teacher" to name a
few.
In the churches a more serious side was given. The various
audiences were impressed by
the liturgical drama in which
Kieth Knights portrayed Christ,
Bruce Armstrong and A 1 Freison were disciples and Ed Wins
was Thomas. Each performance was ended with Randall Thompson's

masterpiece

"Alleluia"

which always brought apprecia-

tive comments from the audience.
The choir arrived in Montreal
at 12:00 on Saturday, The concert was not until 7:30 so the
choir
dispersed
throughout
Montreal and surprisingly enough they all managed to find
the Church
again at 7:30.
After an emotion filled final
performance approximately half
the choir moved to the famous pub, the Mustache, where
a good time was had by all. At
2:30 the two buses headed back
to Waterloo, after a successful,
exhausting, and just plain great
week.
Speaking of greatness, someone that deserves special credit
is our affiliate artist Carol Anne
Curry who accompanied the
choir on tour. She showed the
choir what real intestinal fortitude was when day after day
she sang for high schools, many
of whom did not understand her
type of songs. She showed patience and courage in explaining to these kids just what her
songs were about and what
her job was at WLU.
She
gave spectacular performances in the evening concerts, and left having gained
many admirers. She also gained the admiration and freindship of the members of the WLU
choir.
Kemp also desword of credit. Under
his expert guidance, the choir
enjoyed a huge success during
the tour.
Professor

erves a

MUSIC
For sitarist addicts, Shamin
Ahmed and Company will be
found in the Theatre of the Arts
at Uniwat on Saturday March
14 at 8:00 p.m. Admission: Students, $1.50.
DRAMA
Another big month for drama!
Uniwat's Department of English presents an experimental
approach to Hamlet The Marowitz Hamlet: A collage version
of Shakespeare's play on March
13 and 14 in the Humanities
Theatre at 8:30 p.m. For those
who saw the first two Hamlet

plays in the last couple of weeks
this should be an important
sequel.
It is too bad that one of the
most exciting events of the year
comes at such a busy time, The
Western Ontario Drama League's
Annual
Festival of Winning
Plays is definitely a highlight
and a must. Tuesday March 17,
Kitchener-Waterloo's own Tempo
Theatre puts on Shadow of a
Pale Horse at 8:00 p.m. Wednesday March 18, Woodstock
Little Theatre's entry is Peer
Gynt at 8:00 p.m. Thursday
March 19, Welland Little Theatre Players' contribution is a
Flea in Her Ear at 8:00 p.m.
Friday March 20, St. Thomas
More Players from Hamilton
perform A Day in the Death of
Joe Egg at 8:00 p.m. And Saturday March 21 sees Sarnia
Little Theatre's production is
The Death and Life of Sneaky
Fitch at 7:00 p.m. Saturday

night also sees the award presentations. One of the plays you
see might represent Ontario
at the Dominion Drama Fes-

tival. All the plays are in the
Humanities Theatre at Uniwat.
By all means, the W.O.D.L.
Festival is some of the best
theatre you will see this year.
Series ticket: $10.00.

ART AND THE CULTURAL
SLUM
Peoples of the cultural ghetto

known as Waterloo Lutheran
University, this is my last and
final editorial, the editorial of
the Fine Arts editor. You are a
slum, your mentality has not
changed for the couple of years
I have known you, and your
mentality may never change.'lt
is not the status quo's fault (for
they have fed you culture in the
community, the area, and the
two universities though they
rarely tell you about it until
after events have taken place.)
It is not the fault of lack of facilities though I personally would
sooner see a Theatre of the Arts
placed before ballrooms and
athletic complexes. It is not
the fault of lack of money though
administration, student's council, cultural affairs committee,
and other organizations might
be able to spend their finances
more usefully in encouraging
local
stuand
instructing
dents interested in the arts.
It is your fault if culture does
not click on this campus. You
can say: "I didn't know about
that event" or "There are no
facilities for producing
this
play" or "No-one will give me
any money to do this painting".
These are all valid as obstacles
but not valid as stopping points.
If you are interested in creating, or participating, or appreciating cultural events on this

campus, you will do so. Hopefully, you can. Pardon my cynicism if I tend to suspect that
you really have no interest.
There is herein no bitterness.
I do not say you should be interested in the fine arts. I merely say that if you want to be interested, you can be interested
in the time you would normally
whine about not being recognized for your creation or illuminated about those events which
can be appreciated. All the best
to each of you in the arts! (And
if anyone is willing and eager
to perform the service of writing about fine arts in next
year's Cord, my blessings to
you, and drop into the Cord—
at the first of the year.)

The National Ballet of Canada will be the only ballet company in the world to appear at
Expo '70 in Osaka, Japan.

To all Miles For Millions Marchers. Money not collected
may still be deposited any
time at any Royal Bank. A
collection agency will be contacted to collect outstanding
donations, in the near future.

What happens when the
Black Eraser gets rubbed
out by the White Pencil?

Impressions of International Night
by Pat McLaughlin
Friday night I was one of the
few students from WLU to attend
the concert in lEI, sponsored by
the International Students Association.
I, and I think everyone who
was there that night loved it!
Everyone got up, attempted to
overcome his stage fright and
give us a taste of the music of
his cultural corner of the world.
The evening opened with a
piano sold that moved from
"People" to "More" and continued with a medley of songs
from the United States.
From that point on, my order
may be jumbled, but I am just
recalling how the presentations
stuck in my mind.
There was a fantastic accordianist from Italy, who seemed
to be quite at ease and enjoyed what he was doing.
Another man got up and played the Scottish bagpipes. This
type of music appeals to me especially after listening for several pieces. It was interesting
to look through the audience to
notice the reaction of the people
(Dean Brandon appeared to be
moved and inspired by the Wail
of the pipes.).
There was another group from
the IRG (the Independent Republic
There was another group from
the IRG tthe Independent Reconsisting two guitars, one harmon-

public

of Guayana

-

ed).

ica, and two vocalists. These
fellows were really quite good
and looked as if they all loved
to sing. One of the group let
himself go with the music and
started to dance and do various
movements to the rythym of the
song.
Next I remember a Brazilian duet. The man rambled on
enthusiastically in Spanish, while
the woman stood there and look-

Ed

pretty. These kids really
credit, because they
had very little accompanyment
(only one guitar). . . but they did
wander little off-key.
There was a female vocalist
from Hong Kong, who had a
beautiful voice but sang only
one short song . . . then she
was gone!! I would have enjoyed hearing more. It was a pity
that no one thought of accompanying these people who did
not bring their own.
Last but definitely not least,
was a group that I have always
admired. They sang songs representative of Canada's
folk
music. The group consisted of
Susie Brown and her "Four Just
Men..." . . . minus One Man.
They sang professionally at one
time, but have not been together
for 3 years. They held their
deserve

harmony very well and were
backed up by two great guitar-

ists and a bass player This was
a happy note upon which to
close an interesting evening.
Added colour was introduced
by the people from other countries in the audience wearing
their native costumes.
I would like to congratulate
Gordon Hahn for an excellent
job of co-ordination and organization. There is not enough room
in this column to evaluate each
group so I would like to extend
praise to all the groups for
their ambition and enthusiasm.
Hopefully next year, more students will go out and support a
similar concert, or even better,
participate in it. All are wel
come to join the International
Students Association.
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The School of Business and Economics comprises a siznews the busable proportion of WLU's student body
iness types consider important, if only to themselves are
incorporated in Businooz.
—

BUSINOOZ

'70...

Industry Under Microscope
Contrary to belief, all professors are not listed as unemployed. This was clearly exhibited
last week by the acceptance of a
$100,000 research grant by Professor Paul Albright, chairman
of the business administration
department at WLU.
The grant involves an 18 month
nation-wide study of the mechanical construction industry of
Canada. Albright, along with a
small corp of observers, hope to
bring to light the impact technology will have on the industry
in the near future.
Albright said the project will
begin with a study of all relevant
published material and interviews with experienced people
in the $2.5 billion industry.

"The

academic researchers
will be closely involved with a

committee of experienced people
from the industry, so there can
be constant reports of findings
and close liason at every stage,"
Albright said, "Each stage of the
project will be based on the findings of the previous one and there
will be close supervision so that
work can be as complete and
helpful for this vital Canadian
industry as we can make it."
Albright said the research team
will study another serious problem...that there is often a shortage of workers in one part of the
country, and unemployment in
another area.
Some years also
see great activity in the industry
followed by a slack year. The

The IBP and Foreign Aid
by T.K.

Dr. Herman Overgaard, a professor in Waterloo Lutheran's School of
Business and Economics.

Business Curricula
by Al Wilson
Dr. Herman Overgaard, Professor in the School of Business
and Economics at WLU was born
in Winnipeg. He received his BA
degree from the University of
Manitoba, and his MS and PhD
degrees from the Graduate Sch-

ool of Business of Columbia University, where he also lectured
in the field of marketing. He did
further post-graduate studies at
the University of Oslo, Norway.
Before his academic career, he
worked for the Income Tax Department, as an assessor. He was
later hired by Cockshutt Plow
Company to work in their Export
Sales Division.
Dr. Overgaard was hired by
Waterloo Lutheran in 1947, as
Assistant Professor of Business
and Economics. In 1960, he was
promoted to Full Professor. He
was a member of the Senate of
WLU from 1958 to 1967. Dr. Overgaard served as Director of the
School of Business and Economics from 1965 to 1967.
Since he was hired he has
taught almost every course offered by the School. Since 1954,
Dr. Overgaard has been a Charter Member of the Samuel Bonfman Foundation, of which he has
been Secretary-treasurer for the
past seven years. The Society
provides $50,000 yearly for research work.
Dr. Overgaard
stated that it is very difficult
to obtain grants for research in
the business field in Canada. He
pointed out that the foundation
had received applications for a
quarter of a million dollars last
year. He further indicated that
there is a great deficiency of
funds made available for re-

search work in this country. He
is hopeful that the White Paper
will provide the climate to encourage the establishment of

with their
foreign business,
head offices in Canada and ultimately more Canadian research and development programmes.
As a member of the Waterloo
Lutheran advisory council, Dr.
Overgaard is heading up a subcommittee on campus planning.
He is active in community
affairs, and is presently chairman of the Kitchener-Waterloo
Chamber of Commerce Water
Supply Committee.
On the international scene—Dr.
Overgaard is one of three advisors appointed to the International Trade Centre, UNCTADGATT, Geneva, Switzerland.
Seniority-wise, Dr. Overgaard
and Dr. Schaus top the list at
WLU.
As a professor in the
International Business Program,
Dr. Overgaard is concerned with
the Canadian student's lack of
interest in business training. He
stated only 5 percent of Canadian
Business Students are getting
this type of training, as opposed
to 25 percent in the United States.
Dr. Overgaard feels that every
Canadian Business student should
be oriented towards world markets because of rapidly growing
foreign competition on the domestic scene. This June, Dr. Overgaard will present a paper at the
annual meeting of the Association of the Schools of Business.
The topic will be "A Canadian
Crisis"—the need to inter-nationalize the business curricula in
Canadian universities.

Business II Takes
Championship
by Tim Tibbs

Sunday night, Business II proved their supremacy in the Tam

:

iae Hockey League by crushing
Business IV by a score of 6 to 1.
The grueling, two hour match was
hard fought and exciting, although
marred by numerous fights.
In the first period, Ted Boyce
took on fourth year's Dave Higson.
Concensus in the large
crowd attending the game gave
Higson a clear cut decision.
Another scuffle saw Cam Bain
tackle goalie Gary Scholl, who
had tripped poor Cam by mistake.

Fourth year's John Dunn leaped
from the bench to rush to his
goalies rescue. However, as Mr.
Dunn approached the area of the
struggle, he fell flat on his...and
thus was of little assistance to
Mr. Scholl in his dilemma. The
crowd expressed great delight in
seeing Dunn take his embarrassing tumble. Rugged Don Eyles,
who was lucky to escape a fighting penalty himself, sat out
Scholl's five minute major penalty.
Continued

on page
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The storms which forever rage
over foreign aid have all but
obscured the fact that it is a
relatively recent and radical
International
in
experiment
Co-operation. The International
Management Development Program at Waterloo Lutheran University under Canadian Government Sponsorship comes under
such co-operation.
Only for a
couple of decades have the
world's richer nations observed
a general commitment to help
the more than one hundred less
developed countries which embrace two thirds of mankind. The
results have been mixed, but
there have been enough signs of
success to merit strong support
for the experiment.
In both the have and have not
camps, says the Pearson report,

Tirwakunda Uganda
the aid climate is heavy

with
disillusion and distrust "partly
because" instant development
has proved illusory, partly because
economic improvement
has not always been "an antidote
to violence", partly because the
wealthier countries are turning
to problems of their own.
But let us look at the International Management Development Program
at Waterloo
Lutheran University in its present reality.
Much has already
been said about the program, I
will therefore put more emphasis
on the training that are taken by
the 1.8.P. Fellows, in order to
develop Management potential.
What then is the training and
how does it equip the Fellows for
Management? We are trained to
take both an overview as well as

International Management
by U.D.A. Gunasinghe Ceylon

Finding ways and means of
accelerating rate of economic
growth in developing countries
is a major concern of the contemporary world. The standard
of living of the people living in
these countries is amazingly low
when . compared with the rich
countries. The only way in which
they could be elevated from the
present levels of existence is by
creation of more income opportunities through increased economic activity bringing about
rapid increases in national product.
In their attempts at achieving
an adequate rate of economic
growth these countries are confronted with serious problems.
Rapid increases in the growth of
population; a low level of technological development; absence
of an infrastructure to support
economic growth; a scarcity of
trained manpower and of entrepreneurial or managerial skills
are some of the major obstacles
retarding economic growth.
To compensate for some of
these adverse factors, rich countries have been extending aid to
the developing nations in the
form of monetary loans; plant,
and
machinery
equipment;
services of technical and other
experts and training of people
etc.
in technical know-how,
Availability of aid alone, however, does not insure economic
development in the recipient
countries. Aid at its best is a
means to an end. It is therefore
essential that aid as well as the
existing resources in these countries are efficiently utilized to
generate economic growth. Undoubtedly, for this to be achieved
an adequate supply of effective
and efficient managers should
be available.

Unfortunately, as noted earlier, a shortage of persons with
managerial skills and attitudes
essential for the management
of business, particularly in the
field of industry, is characteristic of developing countries.
A
challenge therefore exists for
these countries to develop managerial skills among the indigenous population; and this challenge has to be urgently and
successfully met as the existence
of an able managerial class is a
prerequisite to economic development. Further, the fact that
most of these countries have embarked on a policy of industrialization as a means to achieve
rapid growth, has made the need
for managers very urgent
pressing.
Obviously the solution to this
problem lies in the training of
managers.
Training therefore
occupies a high priority on the
agenda of development. However
the task of training managers
itself presents formidable difficulties for developing nations
due to the absence of well developed business education programs at their educational institutes, experienced and qualified teachers and other facilities
in this field.
The International Management
Development Program (IMDP)
administered by Waterloo Lutheran University is "dedicated
to assist in the development of
modern business practices within the new nations" and is therefore a contribution towards fulfilling the acutely felt need of
these nations for trained managers essential for successful
execution of their development
programs.
An outstanding feature of the
IMDP, and one which obviously
-

study hopes to show ways of
meeting these problems.
"We hope also, to be able to
forecast the amount and kinds
of construction, such as homes
or factories or office buildings
in the various regions of Canada."
Involved in the massive study
are federal manpower and immigration departments, the Canadian Plumbing and Mechanical
Contractors Association, and the
United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the
plumbing and pipefitting industry.
Costs will be born, half by the
government, and half by management and the union.
Albright said the study will
take into consideration the great
changes in technology, such as
the change to plastic pipe from
the more traditional metal, modular construction, and the change
to off-site pre-fabrication methods.
a highly detailed approach to
problem solving, i.e. Strategies,
Policies and Problems including
International integration. With
this bifocal aptitude for looking
at the big problems in Management as well as how to solve
them, we are given a fuller perspective with which we can examine problems that confront
us back home in our respective
countries.
However, even though in Economics and Business Management
we are being equipped with a
variety of useful skills; I think
we have yet another major contribution to make, the ability
to "Think big".
Without this
there would always be difficulties which inevitably crop up in
Management trends and more so
in less developed countries. We
have to see all tasks undertaken
to achieve our prime objective.
To look at the problems that we
shall have to face in our less developed
in
countries
their
entirety, as well as dealing with
the specifics.
Meanwhile, I wish to point
out that we attach a great deal
of importance to the contribution which the Organizers of the
and the Canadian
Program
Government have made to less
developed countries of this world.
stands to its credit, is that it has
been specially designed to provide a training that will meet
the specific needs of the developing countries—not a type of sophisticated training which might
not be relevant to the conditions
obtaining in them. It would be
correct to state that techniques
of management as practised in
technically developed countries
may not equally be suitable for
application in toto in the developing countries. Such techniques
will undoubtedly have to be modified in application, having regard
to the peculiar social, cultural
and economic backgrounds of
the people.
The architects of the IMDP
have quite appropriately recognized the special requirements of
these countries and accordingly
instituted a program of practical
value related to their needs. For
example, case discussions, a prominent medium of instruction,
which mostly
center around
actual business situations drawn
from developing countries, have
for theme the creating of an
awareness in the minds of the
students, of the special problems
to be encountered in these countries in the practice of management. This naturally helps in an
effective manner to prepare the
participants for situations they
will face on return home.
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Hawks Lose in Final
to defeat Brock Generals on the
5.

The Hawks did a great job of
demolishing the Generals 90-60..
The game was never really any
trouble for the Hawks. Playing
a zone defence the Hawks kept
Brock from scoring easy layups
and forced them to shoot outside
where they were not strong. Fine
rebounding by Bob Smeenk and
Herb Stan both ways (offensively
and defensively) allowed the
Hawks to open up a 77-30 halftime lead.
The Hawks continued their
superb play in the second half,
keeping the Generals at a great
distance. This allowed the Hawks
to go to their bench and rest up
their starters for the championship Saturday night. The Hawks
top scorers were Chris Coulthard
with 26 points and Bob Smeenk
with 21 points.
The Hawks now in the final had
a very frustrating and disheartening game. Playing fair basketball in the first half the Hawks
went off with a two point lead.
The second half for the Hawks
Playing
was a disaster area.
against a semi-zone defence
their outside shooting of Danby
and Coulthard went cold. Bouncing off the front and back of
the rim the Hawks could not buy
a basket. Most of the baskets they

did get in the second half came
from inside Laurentian who took
advantage of the Hawks inept
ability to score and took a commanding 16 point lead. Even with
two minutes to go Hawks trailed
82-69.
Finally however they
caught fire and with Coulthard
scoring 8 pts. in the last two minutes helped close the gap to 8 pts.
losing 88-80.
Had the Hawks
possibly had 5 more minutes they
would have definitely beaten
Laurentian. The final shot of the
game was rather ironical as
Larry Danby coming just over
center let fly with a two handed
shot and scored, but it was too
late for the Hawks to continue
their scoring splurge as time ran
out.
This season for the Hawks can
be considered very successful.
With a completely rookie team
the Hawks started to jell just
after Christmas and winning
clutch games clinched a playoff
spot and then tied for second
place. The Hawks played their
best game of the year against
Brock and beat them soundly.
Had it not been for their very
cold hands in the Laurentian
game they could possibly have
won
their 7th 01A A league
championship and the right to
play in the Canadian tournament.
The Hawks can be proud of their
efforts this year and should also
be looking forward to a good
season next year with all their
players returning.

Championship
In between the
fisticuffs,
second year managed to gain a
five goal lead on goals by A 1
Chatterson, Steve Cutler, Ted
Boyce (sweet revenge) and Peter
Watson, who fired two.
Fourth year finally got on the
score board when John Dunn
was awarded a penalty shot.
Dunn scored on a shot that even
Larry Crystal could have scored
on. Concensus among the fans
was that Dunn must have paid
the goalie to let it in. Gary Benki
wiped out the fourth year rally
less than a minute later.
After the game, which was
televised live, coast to coast,
Ward Cornell interviewed fourth
year veteran Ron Boding. The
only comment "Hummer" could
muster was; "wait until next
year." Dean Carroll, who attended the game and presented the
championship trophy to Bus. ir,
was interviewed later by Foster
Hewitt. The Dean agreed that
most of the fourth year players
probably would be back next year.
The all-star teams and the league awards were also announced
last week.
The teams are as

follows:
FIRST TEAM
Left

wing

John McDonald

-

(Bus.lV)

Centre
John Dodd (Bus. Ill)
Right Wing Bob Burns (Econ-

-

omics)

Defense
Defense

Bob Grayer (Bus.Ill)
Mac Scott (Bus.II)
Goal Bob O'Donohue (Bus.Tl)
SECOND TEAM
Left Wing
Tony Goemans
-

-

-

-

(Bus. Ill)

Centre

-

Dave Smith (Econ-

Ill)

-

for the first team, however, this
writer took his usual 100 percent
profit and there was none left to
distribute.
The following are the individuals who were singled out for
various outstanding accomplishments :
Coach of the Year: Bob Patterson (Bus IV).
anyone who could get those
bums into the finals has to be a
good coach.
Rookie of the Year: Bob Berry

Theodore H. Luft Agency
86 Wedgewood Drive
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada

Aid Association for Lutherans ill Appleton,Wisconsin Fraternalife Insurance
Common concern for human worth

"But now is Christ risen from the dead..."
I Corinthians 15-20
*

(Bus. Ill)

the Bear only got one goal all
year, but he improved such a
phenomenal amount that Bus 111
is expecting him to be a major
producer next season.
Disappointment of the Year:
Larry Crystal (Bus. IV)
Most
Gentlemanly
Player:
(Bus.
IV)
Dave
Wright
John Dunn (Bus. IV)
Dave for his cool even temper and John for his ability to
control his hockey stick in a
tense situation.
John Ferguson Award:
Larry Schell (Bus. II)
for his crashing checks and
all around rough play.
George Armstrong Award for
Creaky-kneed
Phil
veterans:
Riley (Economics)
Cry-Baby of the Year: Paul
Deßosse (Bus. Ill)
The game of the year will be
played this Sunday night at
Waterloo Arena.
Last year's
Tamiae champions will come
out of retirement to challenge
the young rookies who somehow
managed to win the honour this
year. See the battle of the giants
Sunday night at 10 pm.
-

-

-

SUMMER

Defense Paul Deßosse
-

ACCOMMODATION
IN TORONTO

(Bus. Ill)
-

-

—Watch for It!

-

Joe Cook (Bus.

Defense Doug Trumble
(Economics)
Goal
Gary Scholl (Bus. IV)
NOTE: the first team was chosen
on merit, however, the second
team was chosen, depending on
how much the individual was
willing to pay this writer to put
his name there. The revenues
were to be used as prize money

April First is Coming!—

They lost the championship to

continued

omics)

Right Wing

photo by patzalek

WLU's Golden Hawks fought valiantly, but were not quite good enough.
Laurentian in the finals, 88-80,

11.

Rooms
$10.00 per week
(meals $10.00 extra). For infor-

May 11 to September

as

low as

mation and applications,

write

Campus Co-op, Room 111, 395
Huron St., Toronto 181, Ont.

Tel. 964-1961

-

'

—

—

■

by G. Southworth
To gain a berth to the 01A A
final on March 6 the Hawks had

'"V

,

,

12

Friday, March 13
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YOUR FRIENDLY
Adam Hairstyling for Men
Barcley
Bent's Camera Shop

/

Canada Trust Company
Cosmic Art and Craft
Dairy Queen
The Fashion Stop

/
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Lashbrook's
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The Lollipop
Madeleine Children's Boutique
Mahler's Hairstyling
Meissner Travel Agency
Prestige Cleaning
Royal Bank
Sauders
Smitty's Pancake House
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WESTMOUNT PLACE SHOPPING CENTRE "WESTMOUNT ROAD AT ERB STREET

Reproductions of This Ad Available Free in Poster Size

at

the Above Listed Stores
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